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ACCESS AND PRESENTATION

Emergency medical services (EMS) medical care has changed significantly since its
inception. Initially, ambulances functioned merely as transport vehicles. Today, EMS
has matured into an integrated part of the health care system, with the ability to provide
advanced care en-route to a hospital. Regional dispatch centers now decide which
resources should respond to an emergency call. EMS dispatchers are trained in
emergency medical dispatch techniques and can provide prearrival instructions to
bystanders, thereby expediting initial first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).
Historically, much of the medical care provided by EMS grew out of traditional practice with little scientific basis. Today, in mature EMS systems, rigorous research
studies are being completed and evidence-based medicine concepts used to determine proven benefit before introduction of new procedures, drugs, and adjuncts to
out-of-hospital care. A research base for EMS practice now exists, a large component
of which is related to out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) techniques and therapies
to improve survival. Current research is ongoing to evaluate the best treatment options
for patients with OHCA.
Emphasis is placed on layperson education and all level of provider courses to
rapidly access the emergency system in cases of OHCA to receive appropriate treatment. The patient (before arrest) or a witness or bystander must first recognize the
problem and activate the EMS system. The more rapid this activation occurs, the
more rapidly definitive care can arrive to the OHCA situation. Delays in arrival affect
ultimate outcomes. Depending on the circumstances surrounding the presentation,
delays can frequently occur. Cardiac arrests witnessed by bystanders or that which
occur in a public area result in EMS being accessed more rapidly than in an unwitnessed event.1 A Swedish study found that a period of activation of less than 4 minutes
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from time of cardiac arrest to EMS activation increased the 1-month survival rate from
2.8% to 6.9% (P<.0001).2 Likewise, more rapid EMS response times3 and shorter
times to CPR initiation increase overall survival. The same conditions can also be
extrapolated to traumatic cardiac arrests as well, although outcome in such settings
is less optimal.
Delays in accessing care can also occur in patients with chest pain who are at high
risk for OHCA or in a prearrest state. One of the largest randomized trials to date
addressing delays in treatment to patients experiencing chest pain is the European
Myocardial Infarction Project.4 Collecting data from 15 European countries and
Canada between 1988 and 1992, this study found the largest delays occurred in
female patients, those older than 65 years, those who had experienced chest pain
in the previous 24 hours, and those with pulmonary edema. Characteristics of patients
with the shortest delay to summoning an ambulance included those with a history of
previous myocardial infarction (MI), those in shock, and those experiencing ventricular
fibrillation.
These factors associated with delays to EMS activation were also noted again in
numerous smaller studies with the addition of other factors such as lower socioeconomic status, a family member being present at symptom onset, and the belief that
symptoms were not severe enough to summon EMS. Some studies suggest increased
frequency of atypical symptoms in women causing a larger time gap between onset of
symptoms and access of care,5 whereas others show no gender difference at all.6 A
large Swedish study reviewing demographics of patients with acute MI over 15 years
found that before the age of 65 years, there was no gender difference in hospital delay.
However, after 65 years of age, there was an increased time delay for women.7
Adding to delay in access to care, certain populations can present without chest
pain at all and suddenly experience OHCA. Elderly and diabetic patients may have
atypical presentations of acute MI with nonspecific symptoms such as dizziness,
syncope, malaise, nausea, vomiting, or abdominal pain. Patients experiencing a significant cardiac or prearrest event may also present with congestive heart failure, hypotension, or severe respiratory distress. These presentations not only can cause delays
in access of care but also may mislead health care personnel, causing a delay in
recognition of the prearrest setting that can degenerate into OHCA if not properly
recognized and treated promptly.
Ready access to automated external defibrillator (AED) devices that can rapidly
analyze and deliver electrical shocks if indicated should also be part of the overall
community strategy to decrease delays in access to care. Strategies for optimal
survival of patients with OHCA include minimizing delays in accessing care, proper
placement of AEDs in locations where patients with OHCA may be more likely encountered, and dispatch call centers staffed by trained emergency dispatchers who use
prearrival instructions to begin bystander care and CPR before EMS arrival. Public
awareness, lay provider education campaigns, CPR AED instruction, and encouragement to use the EMS system all play important roles in the ultimate reduction in the
access to care.
DEMOGRAPHICS

It is estimated that more than 166,000 patients experience OHCA each year.8 Several
historical risk factors have been associated with OHCA. A diagnosis of congestive
heart failure carried an OHCA incidence of 21.87 per 1000 subject years, whereas
a history of diabetes mellitus, previous MI, smoking, and hypertension resulted in incidences of 13.80, 13.69, 9.18, and 7.54, respectively.9 Cardiac arrests, along with MIs
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and unstable angina, seem to have a circadian variation, with a morning peak after the
initiation of daily activities.10 EMS response to patients with OHCA seems to be more
frequent during this period as well.
A well-defined body of resuscitation literature has reported that survivors of cardiac
arrest have a greater chance of successful resuscitation if the presenting rhythm is
shockable and the least likelihood if the presenting rhythm is asystole. Patients with
OHCA have been reported to have initial rhythms of ventricular tachycardia, ventricular fibrillation, or a shockable rhythm as determined by an AED 23% of the time.
Another 9% of patients with OHCA had nonshockable rhythms per AED, with 40%
showing asystole, 20% pulseless electrical activity (PEA), and the final 9% being
unknown or undetermined rhythms.11 OHCA research suffered from the lack of
a consistent definition of cardiac arrest and poor reporting across EMS services until
the creation and adoption of the uniform data collection and reporting criteria, Utstein
criteria, which now allow researchers to nationally pool data and perform comparisons
across services.12 OHCA rates show a wide variation with the overall incidence calculated, using the uniform criteria, to be 95 per 100,000 subject-years.
OHCA OUTCOMES

It is estimated that more than 166,000 patients experience OHCA each year. This
public health condition has defined a research agenda to identify effective treatments
and strategies that could result in increased survival rates. Despite efforts, OHCA
survival rates remain bleak. Before adoption of the Utstein criteria, outcomes in
patients with OHCA were difficult to measure secondary to the lack of standardization
of variables between EMS systems. Some of these variables included pulse presence
on arrival to the emergency department (ED), general return of circulation, and definition of what constitutes patient survival. This inconsistency led to the 1995 adoption of
uniform definitions, data collection sets, and reporting with the use of the Utstein
criteria that has allowed greater standardization and comparison between research
studies.12 Despite this, comparison of research data is still hampered by differences
in EMS systems, response times, patient downtimes, and bystander CPR and AED
availability.
Despite research limitations, several factors seem to be associated with an
increased chance of survival in OHCA. Bystander CPR, witnessed arrest, initial presenting rhythm of ventricular fibrillation, and short response times to defibrillation
are all associated with increased survival rates.13,14 Eisenburger and colleagues15
also showed that having a cardiac arrest in a public place was an independent
predictor of improved outcome. Immediate defibrillation of patients in ventricular fibrillation results in a pulse-generating rhythm and survival to hospital discharge in 56% of
patients. This decreases, with each successive defibrillation attempt eventually reaching 6% by the third attempt. Survival rates have been shown to be at their highest if
defibrillation occurs within the first 6 minutes of cardiac arrest, decreasing as the
interval increases up to 11 minutes, and leveling off after that time.15
There is a large degree of variability reported in OHCA survival ranges, with a low of
6% and a high of 46%. However, the largest cumulative meta-analysis study to date
documented a mean survival to hospital discharge for all rhythm groups of only 7.6%
and a hospital admission rate of only 23.8%.16 This outcome variability is attributable
to the factors previously mentioned in addition to local population characteristics and
other factors. Liu and colleagues17 reported that younger age, nonwhite race, and
male gender were associated with better outcomes. Time of EMS arrival is linked to
higher survival rates, with even a 1-minute decrease in mean response times showing
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an approximate 1% (0.7%–2.1% range) absolute increase in survival. In addition to
response times, decreasing overall pauses in CPR is associated with better results.18
EMS-witnessed cardiac arrests seem to have the best outcomes followed by
bystander-witnessed arrests with bystander CPR, bystander-witnessed arrests
without bystander CPR, and unwitnessed arrests.19
The benefits of advanced life support (ALS) versus basic life support (BLS) on
cardiac arrest outcomes have been questioned by some. The largest study to date,
the Ontario Prehospital Advanced Life Support study, looked at the effects of multiple
EMS variables on OHCA outcomes as ALS was phased into their EMS system. In
phase 1 of this study, age, witnessed arrest, bystander CPR, CPR by fire or police,
and short EMS response times were independently associated with survival in multivariate analysis.20 In phase 2, a target of 8 minutes was set for the time from call
receipt to response on scene with a defibrillator. Of the 1641 patients with cardiac
arrest in the study, 90% of calls met this target with a 33% improvement in overall
survival to discharge in all rhythm groups. This response time was estimated to
save an additional 21 lives at a cost of $2400 per life.14 When all patients were
analyzed, there were a total of 1391 patients who were enrolled in the defibrillation
plus BLS phase of the study and another 4247 patients enrolled in the advanced
cardiac life support (ACLS) phase. The population with ACLS had greater return of
spontaneous circulation (ROSC) rates (12.9% vs 18.0%, P<.001) and survival to
hospital admission rates (10.9% vs 14.6%, P<.001), but hospital discharge rates
were unchanged (5.0% vs 5.1%; P 5 .83). This rate led to an odds ratio of 1.1 for
ACLS relative to BLS. This rate did not relate favorably to the odds ratios of 4.4,
3.7, and 3.4 for witnessed arrest, early CPR, and early defibrillation, respectively, in
achieving meaningful impact of OHSA survival rates.21
Another study comparing prehospital ACLS in OHCA with and without intravenous
(IV) medications found no difference in ROSC, survival to hospital admission, or
hospital discharge among shockable rhythm groups. However, if the initial rhythm
was PEA or asystole, the IV group had better rates of ROSC (29% vs 11%, P<.001)
and survival to hospital admission (31% vs 16%, P<.001) but not to hospital discharge
(2% vs 3%, P 5 .65).22 This finding of lack of ALS impact on hospital discharge rates
was not supported in a meta-analysis of 37 articles from 1999 describing 39 EMS
systems and 33,124 patients. This study reported the odds ratio of survival to hospital
discharge for BLS plus defibrillation systems to be 1.71 (95% confidence interval [CI],
1.09–2.70; P 5 .01) for ACLS, 1.47 (95% CI, 0.89–2.42; P 5 .07) for 2-tiered BLS and
ALS systems, and 2.31 (95% CI, 1.47–3.62; P<.01) for 2-tiered BLS with defibrillation
and ALS systems. This study was not sufficiently powered to demonstrate whether 1or 2-tiered systems had better survival rates but was able to show that ALS is more
effective than BLS plus defibrillation alone.13 Regardless of whether one believes
the data showing no benefit in hospital discharge with ACLS or favors the studies
showing some improvement, both studies reported that ACLS improves survival to
hospital admission and ROSC in the out-of-hospital setting.
Hospital destination for survivors of OHCA also seems to influence outcomes. Lui
and colleagues17 reported that hospital survival rates varied among hospitals from
29% to 42% despite identical EMS treatment. Another study also showed that
outcomes at designated critical care medical centers are better.23 Callaway and
colleagues24 found that hospitals with cardiac catheterization capability that come
across at least 40 cardiac arrests per year have better outcomes, regardless of how
many beds are in the hospital or whether it is considered a teaching hospital or not.
Patients with cardiac arrests caused by ST elevation MIs who arrive at the ED with
ROSC generally have better outcomes.25 Surprisingly, higher survival rates are not
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limited to urban areas alone because rural locations have also documented neurologically intact survival to hospital discharge rates as high as 22%.
When to terminate out-of-hospital resuscitation efforts is still a topic of controversy
with the wish to not prolong efforts beyond potential benefit along with the possibility of
neurologic devastation weighed against the desire to not declare death prematurely.
Concern for the safety and well-being of both EMS providers and the public because
of the rate of ambulance accidents when running with lights and sirens, benched
against the lack of proved benefit of transport of patients with OHCA without ROSC,
has led to general acceptance of termination of resuscitation efforts in the field. Multiple
rules have been validated for the termination of prehospital CPR, with the most popular
one resulted from methodology that determined only 46% of cardiac arrests needed
transportation.26 This rule states that if there is no ROSC after 3 rounds of BLS with defibrillation pauses every 1 to 2 minutes, if no shock was delivered by an AED, and if the
cardiac arrest was unwitnessed by an emergency medical technician or firefighter, then
all resuscitation efforts may be terminated.26 When validated, this rule had a sensitivity
of 57.5% to 64.4%, a specificity of 90.2% to 100.0%, and a positive predictive value of
99.5% to 100.0%.26,27 When neurologic status was factored in, this rule correctly identified 100% of those discharged with good neurologic outcome and 36% of those with
poor neurologic outcome or who did not survive.28 Although some EMS systems have
enacted this, others prefer to make decisions on a per-case basis. Individual case
factors that may lead to transportation despite this validated termination rule are airway
difficulties, persistent ventricular dysrhythmias, excessively public location, family
members who are unable to accept field termination, lack of IV cannulation, and cultural or language barriers. In addition, many emergency physicians do not feel comfortable pronouncing a PEA code in the field. Regardless of the decision to transport or
terminate efforts at the scene, family members are generally accepting of termination
in cases of unsuccessful out-of-hospital resuscitation efforts.
OHCAs can also be traumatic in origin. Patients with this condition have an
extremely high mortality rate, with survivors having significant morbidity. However,
as with medical cardiac arrests, research suggests that a small subset of these
patients can potentially benefit from timely aggressive treatment. Studies looking at
the impact of EMS care concluded that any intervention that delays a patient’s hospital
arrival has a negative impact on survival in the trauma patient. Although resuscitative
thoracotomy is a possibility in the setting of traumatic cardiac arrests to allow for open
cardiac massage, pericardiotomy for tamponade release, cardiac/aortic penetration
occlusion, or descending aortic cross-clamping until definitive repair, this procedure
only applies to a small subset of patients. These patients include those in arrest
less than 4 minutes before ED arrival, those with signs of life on ED arrival, or those
with suspected pericardial tamponade leading to arrest. Prognosis is dismal in those
without signs of life on ED arrival and in patients with asystolic or bradyasystolic
rhythms; resuscitative thoracotomy is generally not recommended.
RESPONSE SYSTEMS AND PROCESS

To improve cardiac arrest outcomes, each link in the chain of survival must be optimized. In the prehospital world, this optimization includes the prompt identification
of a cardiac arrest, proper dispatch of care, rapid initiation of CPR, immediate defibrillation, high-quality CPR, and rapid transport to the most appropriate hospital. Public
education campaigns continue to improve awareness of cardiac arrest signs and
symptoms, but there is little that can be done to improve outcomes unless the emergency response system is activated.
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The first person a caller speaks with when calling 911 is a trained dispatcher.
Outcomes have been shown to be better when dispatchers receive more frequent
cardiac arrest calls.29 Unfortunately, any sign of breathing, including agonal breathing,
decreases the chances that a dispatcher will recognize a cardiac arrest.30 However,
teaching dispatchers to recognize agonal breathing increases not only the detection
of cardiac arrests31 but also the frequency with which CPR instructions are given.32
To help dispatchers, computer systems have been developed to assist in the detection of OHCA. The Medical Priority Dispatch System has been shown to have a sensitivity of 76.7% and a specificity of 99.2% at detecting a cardiac arrest.33 Likewise, the
Advanced Medical Priority Dispatch System increased the number of people accurately identified as being in cardiac arrest compared with dispatchers alone.34 Despite
these guides, it is clear that these computer systems continue to misidentify patients
with OHCA, and, thus, there is still room for improvement in dispatcher detection of
cardiac arrests.
Once a cardiac arrest is identified, dispatchers can then give CPR instructions to
a bystander over the phone until further help arrives. Telephone instructions have
been shown to increase the rates of bystander CPR35 and enhance outcomes.29 A
simulation study showed that a lay volunteer, without any training in CPR, can do
compressions just as well with phone instructions as a previously trained person
without directions. This finding is easily extrapolated into the real world because
some compressions are better than no compressions. Only 2% of witnesses to a
cardiac arrest refuse to do CPR.30 When receiving instructions, directions to put the
phone down during chest compressions do not improve CPR quality.36 With the
advent of widespread cell phones, there is ongoing research using video calls to
help dispatchers aid bystanders in CPR instructions.37
Studies have also shown that the time to initiation of chest compressions is more
rapid if the caller is given hands-only instructions (ie, no rescue breaths) rather than
standard CPR instructions.38 Given the possibility that hands-only CPR could improve
outcomes, 2 recent articles in the New England Journal of Medicine compared the
new technique to standard CPR with ventilations. In one study, there was a trend,
although not statistically significant, toward increased rates of survival to hospital
discharge with hands-only CPR in the subgroups with a cardiac cause of OHCA
(15.5% vs 12.3%, P 5 .09) and with a shockable rhythm (31.9% vs 25.7%, P 5 .09).39
Another study reported a slightly more positive trend to hospital discharge (19.1% vs
14.7%, P 5 .16) but no change in 30-day mortality (8.7% vs 7.0%, P 5 .26).40 With no
apparent harm and possible benefit in providing hands-only CPR instructions, recently
released American Heart Association guidelines call for compression-only CPR in the
initial management of cardiac arrest. This recommendation is particularly relevant to
dispatcher phone instructions because of the relative ease of remotely guiding someone
through compression-only CPR.
As time to first defibrillation has been shown to positively affect outcomes in OHCA,
a variety of methods have been developed to increase the speed with which someone
in a shockable rhythm is defibrillated. The development of AEDs has given the lay
public access to easy-to-use lifesaving interventions. AEDs have been widely placed
in strategic locations, including public locations to facilitate more rapid defibrillation
of the cardiac arrest patient. In addition, law enforcement officers, firefighters, and
other first responders in many communities carry AEDs. Approximately 80% of police
departments are used as first responders to medical events; of these law enforcement
first responders, 39% carry AEDs. In general, 31% of police departments carry AEDs.41
High-quality uninterrupted chest compressions have been correlated with increased survival rates. Various devices have been created to increase the quality of
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compressions. Pressure-sensing devices placed between the chest and a provider’s
hands give real-time feedback to improve the quality of compressions. Mechanical
devices that replace EMS providers may give more consistent compressions and
free providers for other tasks in the resuscitation process.
Another innovation in methods of CPR is the concept of cardiocerebral resuscitation
(CCR). CCR aims to improve outcomes through refocusing certain interventions in
CPR to maximize myocardial and cerebral perfusion. In CCR, chest compressions
are started immediately and continued for 200 continuous compressions. During
this time, oxygen is given via a noninvasive airway (ie, no endotracheal intubation),
and defibrillator pads are placed on the patient. The rhythm is analyzed, and, when
appropriate, a shock is given followed immediately by another interval of 200 compressions without pulse check. Epinephrine is given early, and endotracheal intubation
is delayed until after 3 rounds of chest compressions are completed.42 Some have
modified CCR by intubating earlier if the initial rhythm is not shockable.43 Although
much research is still underway regarding CCR, the early data is favorable. One study
designed as a before-and-after intervention introducing CCR into an EMS system
while all other factors remained constant reported that the rate of those who survived
to discharge increased (47% vs 20%; P = not reported) and the total number of
patients neurologically intact (39% vs 15%; P 5 not reported) increased.44 Another
study reported that the overall adjusted odds ratio of survival for CCR was 3.1 (95%
CI, 1.96–4.76), with some age ranges improving more than others. All age ranges
except for 70 to 79 years reached significance in their confidence intervals.45 When
the first 3 years of this data was presented in percentages, CCR showed a survival
to hospital discharge increase of 5.4% versus 1.8% (P 5 not reported).42 Despite
much promise, this new method of CPR requires further ongoing study.
When ROSC occurs, it is vital to transport the patient to the most appropriate
hospital rapidly. However, transport provides its own pitfalls to a pulseless patient still
undergoing active resuscitation. Although compression quality en-route was equivalent in one study, hands-off time increased during transport when compared with
on-scene resuscitation.44 Another study showed that the efficiency of chest compressions, relative to being on scene, were 95% in a moving ambulance and 86% in a helicopter.46 The rate and quality of chest compressions have been shown to increase as
the speed of an ambulance increased.47 Use of lights and sirens en-route to a hospital
saved a mean of 2.62 minutes, yet only 4.5% of patients received time-critical interventions, none of which occurred during the specific time saved.48 Given the risk of
priority EMS transport to both providers and the public, consideration should be given
to mitigate the use of lights as sirens unless absolutely necessary because minimal
benefit has been shown by doing so. Longer transport times were not associated
with increased survival, thereby calling for more research into bypassing smaller
hospitals and taking patients directly to a regionally designated resuscitation
hospital49,50; this issue is being thoroughly reviewed at this time with conflicting
evidence noted for and against such transportation strategies. At present, patients
who have undergone resuscitation are often taken to the closest hospital, stabilized,
and then transferred to a larger more-specialized hospital. For these interfacility transports, specialized critical care ground or air transport units are often used that include
a combination of advanced EMS providers, critical care nurses, or physicians. These
services can provide specialized care options such as vasoactive drug administration,
blood product transfusions, intra-aortic balloon pumps, ventilator management, and
so forth. Despite the criticality of the patients transported, rearrest occurs while being
transported to a tertiary care facility in a minority of patients with cardiac arrest who
have undergone resuscitation.51
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For those patients with ROSC, studies using therapeutic hypothermia have been
promising. The definitive studies were conducted in Europe and Australia with therapeutic hypothermia showing benefit for those patients presenting with ventricular
fibrillation, who remained in a coma, and who did not have persistent hypotension
while being cooled to the target range within 4 hours of ROSC.52 The current American
Heart Association consensus guidelines call for such patients to be cooled as soon as
possible but within 4 hours of ROSC to a core body temperature between 32 C and
34 C. This cooling can be accomplished on-scene or en-route by cooling of the
patient with 2 L of ice-cold normal saline or lactated Ringer solution. No studies to
date have shown that initiation of cooling by EMS improves either hospital discharge
rates or neurologic function compared with cooling after arrival in the ED.53 Further
study is needed in this regard.
SUMMARY

Despite research and advances in cardiac arrest resuscitation, outcomes have not
changed appreciatively in nearly 3 decades, remaining dismal in most areas of the
United States.16 With a renewed focus on maximizing each link in the chain of survival,
short-term outcomes (eg, ROSC and survival to hospital admission) are slowly
increasing. Education is making the public more knowledgeable and able to recognize
and provide prompt attention to patients in whom OHCA occurs. Studies bear out that
improvements in EMS dispatch, response times, and more rapid defibrillation times
have had an impact, albeit small, producing better outcomes. Standardization and
use of the Utstein criteria have allowed higher-quality research to be conducted on
patients with OHCA. Continued advancement in ACLS care gives us the hope of further improving outcomes. Regardless, further study is needed in all aspects of OHCA
treatments if we are to meaningfully improve survival of such patients. There is still
opportunity to improve each link in the OHCA chain of survival.
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